BOHEMIA   IN   BONDAGE
outpost in Siberia, or something of that sort. The frontiers of
Munich and Vienna are not being given much dignity; men do
not seem to think they will last long.
The figure of a Hungarian soldier, calling me to stop, loomed
up on a long stretch of featureless road flanked by bare fields.
I looked at him questioningly, wondering whether some new
frontier brawl was in progress. Then he told me that he was the
frontier. He had another soldier with him, they lived in a mud-
and-log-cabin beside the road, and they were the frontier.
I came then to the Slovak frontier, a real one, with an orthodox
customs house, and beyond that, with much relief, I found another
world, tidy and prosperous villages, clean and well-built houses,
people bustling about, children skating and sliding and tobog-
ganing, lights. This was Czecho-Slovakia, that had been
destroyed in the name of'self-determination'; how much respect,
I thought, have our rulers for phrases like 'non-intervention' and
'self-determination' when they advance the cause of great and
predatory militarist states, and how little respect they have for
other phrases, like 'the League of Nations', 'collective resistance
to aggression', 'loyalty and honour', when these threaten to stay
the prowess of the grab-dictatorships.
But as I drove on, hoping to reach Bratislava, the Slovak
capital, in another half hour, I began to wonder whether I
was dreaming, or whether I had by some mischance crossed the
wrong frontier. I asked myself if it was possible that I had come
to Germany, for I drove through a village called Mischdorf and
then through two or three others with German names, and the
swastika flag flew from every second or third house in them;
Germany was celebrating some Hitlerist festival on that day,
and these people were honouring it too.
I was, to all effect, in Germany. I did, in another fifteen
minutes, come to Bratislava, but these villages on the outskirts,
where many Austrians live, as I subsequently learned, were in
effect Reich colonies on Slovak soil. Imagine Italian flags flying
from every house in Clerkenwell, or Palestinian flags flying from
every second house in Hampstead, and you will have a picture

